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 “The antidote…give me the antidote!” 

“I was wrong. I am willing to apologize. Give me the antidote!” Under the torture of 

deadly pain, Victoria Sterling finally couldn’t stand it anymore. She started to cry and 

beg for mercy. 

Abigale squatted quietly, holding her chin in her hands, without any reaction. 

“My head hurts so much! I can’t stand it anymore! I’m willing to apologize, I’m willing to 

compensate, and I’ll be detoxified right away!” Julie Anderson also compromised. 

Compared to life, face is not important at all, and it’s not like I haven’t been scared 

before. 

Abigale continued to look at Isabela, but there was still no movement. “Isabela! 

Hurry up… admit your mistake and apologize!” “This woman is a lunatic, if you don’t 

apologize, we’ll all die here!” Victoria Sterling was in a hurry, howling all kinds of things. 

“If you don’t say anything anymore, your little friend will die.” Abigale said with a smile. 

“Isabela! Why are you still standing there? Apologize! You want to die then don’t involve 

us!” Victoria Sterling shouted angrily. 

What to pretend to be? They are all half-measured goods, don’t they have to give in in 

the end? “Okay! I promise to apologize! Give us the antidote quickly!” Isabela gritted her 

teeth. 

“That’s how you behave.” Abigale smiled and raised her hand. A burst of faint blue dust 

rose into the sky, and then slowly fell, covering everyone like a drizzle. When the dust 

was inhaled into their mouths and noses, everyone’s splitting headaches finally slowly 

disappeared, but their bodies were still weak and it was difficult to gather strength. 

“Next, let’s see your performance.” Abigale clapped her hands and stood aside with a 

smile. 



“I’m sorry, we were wrong. We shouldn’t have caused trouble here. We are willing to 

compensate for all the losses here!” Isabela stared at Dustin fiercely. 

Although her words were an apology, her eyes were particularly hateful. A lowly pariah 

dared to ask her to apologize in public. This humiliation, she must pay back a 

hundredfold! 

After Victoria Sterling and Julie Anderson took a few breaths, they also chose to 

apologize. People have to bow their heads under the eaves, and it is not too late to take 

revenge again when they return. 

“Forget it, I’m in a good mood today, and I don’t care about it with you. Each of you 

should pay 100 million, which should be regarded as my mental damage fee.” Dustin 

said lightly. “What? One hundred million? Why don’t you go rob a bank?!” Julie 

Anderson screamed. 

“What? No compensation?” Abigale narrowed her eyes and smiled: “I have hundreds of 

poisons here. Do you want to try them one by one?” 

“I… “The corner of Julie Anderson’s mouth twitched, and she suddenly didn’t dare to 

say anything. In desperation, she had no choice but to call to borrow money. No matter 

what, let’s get through the current situation first. 

After a while, several vehicles with special photo cameras on them, Suddenly stopped 

at the door of Lancaster’s Medicine. 

Immediately afterwards, a man and a woman walked in with a few bodyguards. The 

man was thin and handsome, but his cheekbones were prominent and his lips were 

thin, making him look a bit mean. 

On the other hand, the woman is dressed in a red dress, with a cool temperament and 

an alluring appearance. As soon as she appears on the stage, she is stunning and 

attracts everyone’s attention. 



Hazel Lancaster is already considered a beauty on the rouge list, but in front of the 

woman in red, but looked a little overshadowed. Both in appearance and temperament, 

they were all slightly inferior. 

“It’s her? “After seeing the woman in red, Dustin couldn’t help but frown slightly. 

Because he discovered that the person who came was his ex-wife, Dahlia! 

 


